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Welcome to the Derbyshire Dales Community Champion Update
Our next forum is on Friday 23rd July at 10.00am and is an opportunity for you to share your thoughts, concerns
and experiences. Email Rachel@ddcvs.org.uk for the meeting link.

Latest News & Updates:

England moves to Step 4 from 19 July
While cases are high and rising, everybody needs to continue to act carefully and remain cautious.
Let’s not forget:
 Testing when you have symptoms and targeted asymptomatic testing in education, high risk workplaces
and to help people manage their personal risk
 Isolating when positive or when contacted by NHS Test and Trace
 Border quarantine: for all arriving from red list countries and for those people not fully vaccinated
arriving from amber list countries
 Cautious guidance for individuals, businesses and the vulnerable whilst prevalence is high including:
 Whilst Government is no longer instructing people to work from home if they can, Government
would expect and recommend a gradual return over the summer
 Government expects and recommends that people wear face coverings in crowded areas such
as public transport
 Being outside or letting fresh air in
 Minimising the number, proximity and duration of social contacts
 Encouraging and supporting businesses and large events to use the NHS Covid Pass in high-risk
settings. The Government will work with organisations where people are likely to be in close
proximity to others outside their household to encourage the use of this. If sufficient measures
are not taken to limit infection, the Government will consider mandating certification in certain
venues at a later date.

Community Testing:
One in 3 of those with COVID-19 do not have any symptoms, meaning that
they could be passing on the virus to anyone they meet.
Community testing is not for those who have coronavirus symptoms. They should book a test in the usual way.
Pharmacy Collect: Collect free test kits from local pharmacy. Using regular rapid testing will help protect those
around you. You can find your nearest pharmacy pick up points.
Home ordering: You can order free packs of rapid lateral flow tests to be sent to your home.
Order a home test kit online.
From July, testing will be carried out at various venues across the county using community testing units.
In the Derbyshire Dales - Youlgrave
Coldwell End Car Park, Coldwell End, Youlgrave DE45 1UY.
Open weekends from 10am to 2pm until 1 August 2021.
DDCVS’s bulletin is compiled by the staff of DDCVS from a wide range of information. While every effort is made to check the accuracy
of the material, no liability can be accepted for any error or omission. Inclusion of an item in the bulletin does not mean approval or
recommendation by DDCVS.

What is the NHS Covid Pass?
An NHS COVID Pass shows your coronavirus (COVID-19) vaccination
details or test results. This is your COVID-19 status. You may be asked
to show your pass to get into some events or to travel abroad. Always
check the entry requirements for the venue or the country you are
visiting.

Get your NHS COVID Pass letter

Potential COVID-19 booster vaccine programme winter 2021 – 2022
The NHS has been given the green light to start planning a Covid vaccine booster
programme in the UK ahead of this winter. A bigger flu season than normal is expected,
meaning extra protection against Covid is likely to be needed.
More than 30 million of the most vulnerable should receive a third dose, vaccine experts are
advising.
They will include all adults aged 50 and over, and anyone over 16 who qualifies for a flu jab.
Health service bosses had previously said they needed lots of warning of an autumn Covid-19 booster rollout in
order to plan the logistics alongside vaccinating millions of people against flu.
Interim advice from the Joint Committee on Vaccination and Immunisation (JCVI) is that boosters will help
maintain protection against Covid-19 and new variants for those most at risk, before winter comes.
JCVI interim advice: potential COVID-19 booster vaccine programme winter 2021 to 2022

Your Health & Wellbeing:
With the school holidays just around the corner there are some great ideas and
activities around to keep the family occupied!
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Keeping in touch: If you have any questions, ideas or concerns please email: Rachel@ddcvs.org.uk
DDCVS’s bulletin is compiled by the staff of DDCVS from a wide range of information. While every effort is made to check the accuracy
of the material, no liability can be accepted for any error or omission. Inclusion of an item in the bulletin does not mean approval or
recommendation by DDCVS.

